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Outcomes Overview 

Activity Year 9 Year 10 

Checking your understanding ACELY1744 ACELY1754 

Plot Structure ACELA1553 ACELA1566 

ACELT1642 

Character Study - Will Richards ACELT1638 ACELT1639 

Character Study - The boy (William Richards) ACELT1638 ACELT1639 

Characters - good and bad ACELT1638 ACELT1639 

Narrative Structure ACELA1553 

ACELT1638 

ACELA1566 

ACELT1641 

ACELT1642 

Voice - non-standard speech ACELA1550 

ACELA1551 

ACLEA1562 

ACELT1636 

ACELA1563 

ACELT1641 

ACELT1642 

ACELT1643 

Voice - aphorisms and similes ACELA1550 

ACELA1551 

ACELA1552 

ACELT1636 

ACELT1641 

ACELT1642 

ACELT1643 

Setting ACELA1557 ACELA1569 

Historical background ACELT1633 ACELT1639 

ACELY1749 

Theme - the importance of a name ACELT1633 

ACELT1635 

ACELT1812 
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Theme - belonging to the land ACELT1633 

ACELT1635 

ACELT1812 

Theme - Friendships ACELT1635 ACELT1812 

Theme - Telling stories ACELA1552 

ACELT1635 

ACELT1812 

ACELT1641 

Representations of aboriginal people ACELT1633 ACELT1639 

ACELT1812 

ACELY1749 

Language - motifs ACELA1552 

ACELA1560 

ACELT1636 

ACELT1637 

ACELT1641 

ACELT1642 

 

Ambiguous Endings ACELT1771 ACELT1641 

 

Cross Curriculum Priorities: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures 

 

*Key content descriptions have been identified from the Australian Curriculum 

(www.australiancurriculum.edu.au). However, this is not an exhaustive list of Australian Curriculum 

content able to be addressed through studying this text. Information is current as at April 2021. 

  

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/
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Checking your understanding 
These are simple factual questions to ensure students understand what they are reading 

 

Chapter 1 

1. Describe Will’s relationship with his parents 

2. What evidence is there that he is parenting his younger sister, Rosie? 

3. What does Rosie discover has happened to their mother? 

4. What is the unnamed boy’s relationship with Amos? 

5. What illegal trade is Amos involved in? What is the boy’s role? 

6. Why does Bran insist that they steal some lead flashing on the night that the boy gets caught? 

7. What problems are there with Bran’s plan? 

8. Describe Joy 

9. What does Joy do to provoke Will’s father? 

 

Chapter 2 

1. What excuse does the boy give the court for being on the roof the night he was captured? What 

sentence does he receive? 

2. Why are Will and Rosie to be sent to live with their grandparents? 

3. Who are the boys in the cell of the transport ship? What do we find out about Cabbage Fists? 

4. How did the boy stop being the dog? What happened that meant he was no longer in the lowest 

position in the cell? 

5. What things go wrong on the voyage to Australia?  

 

Chapter 3 

1. How is Gran different from the other adults in Will’s family? 

2. Why is Will worried about going to the farm? 

3. What happens to Cabbage Fists? 

4. What is Carters’ Barracks? Why is the boy sent there? Why don’t they want him? 

5. What advice does Mr Dalrymple give to the boy about life in the colony? 
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6. To whom is the boy assigned? 

7. Describe the journey across the Blue Mountains. 

8. What does Jack say happened to the last shepherd boy? Why does he tell him this? 

 

Chapter 4 

1. Where do Gran and Pa live? Describe their house. 

2. Describe the room where Will is to sleep? Why can’t he contact his father? 

3. Describe Brymedura when the boy arrives? 

4. Why does the boy hate Mr Harrison? 

5. Who is Cain and what happened to his hand? 

6. Who is Kate?  

7. How does Cain describe aboriginal people? What are his reasons? 

8. Cain says that he wasn’t sent to New South Wales for stealing anything but because of what was 

stolen from him. What does he mean? 

9. Describe Will’s first encounter with Pa 

10. What is Will’s dream? 

 

Chapter 5 

1. Why does Will hide in the dry creek bed? Who finds him? 

2. What does Dot tell Will about his grandfather? 

3. Why does the boy decide that he wants to learn to read and write? 

4. Who promises to teach the boy to read? 

5. How is Sarah treated after she’s dead? What are the different attitudes to death? 

6. What news do the police bring? 

 

Chapter 6 

1. Describe Will’s mother’s funeral. How does Will feel? 

2. How does Gran show her strength? 

3. What memory does Will have of something further up the creek? When he arrives how has the 

landscape changed from his memory? 
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4. What discovery does Will make that confirms that the memory was true? 

5. What does Kate share with the boy at the grave? Why does she tell him this? 

6. Why does Kate take the boy to the sinkhole? 

7. Why does Pa lose his temper with Will? Is it more than just the lost shoe? 

8. What is Gran’s solution to the lost shoe? 

 

Chapter 7 

1. What started the feud between Pa and Dot’s family? 

2. What advice does Dot give Will about his relationship with his grandfather? 

3. What does Cain say happened to the last shepherd? 

4. What is the significance of the dam wall to the boy, when it is finished? 

 

Chapter 8 

1. What does Will see that makes him sure that Pa also knows about the dam wall? 

2. What is the turning point in Will’s relationship with his grandfather? 

3. What is the boy’s dream for the future? 

4. What does the boy discover in the cave? 

5. In what ways does the boy’s relationship with Kate change? 

 

Chapter 9 

1. How has Will’s relationship with his grandfather changed? 

2. What warning does he give about the boy? 

3. How does Gran react when Will tries to talk to her about the strange memories? 

4. How does Kate begin to teach the boy to read? 

5. What gift does Kate give to the boy? 

6. How does the boy feel when he is finally alone on the sheep run? 

 

Chapter 10 

1. How does Callum make him feel included at school? 
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2. What does Pa show Will in the shed? Why is it significant? 

3. What does Pa reveal about when he first started getting the boy’s memories? 

4. What gift does Cain give to the boy? 

5. Describe the boy’s hut 

6. What does the boy wish he could tell Amos? 

 

Chapter 11 

1. Why does Dot think that Pa’s stories can’t be true? What information does she ask Will? 

2. How is the boy changing as he spends time at Brymedura? 

3. What frightens the boy one night when Nelson begins barking? 

4. What does Cain tell him about the local aboriginal people? 

5. What discoveries does the boy make that suggests aboriginal people have been here before? 

 

Chapter 12 

1. What evidence is there that Pa is becoming increasingly unwell? 

2. What does Pa do that humiliates Will? 

3. How does Callum prove that he’s a faithful friend? 

4. How does the boy find the cave with the handprints? How does he react? 

5. How does Kate react to being shown the hands? 

6. What does Kate say happened to the local aboriginal people? 

 

Chapter 13 

1. What does the doctor say is wrong with Pa? 

2. How does Cain justify the killing of local aboriginal people? 

3. What does the boy say makes the aboriginal people, people? Why does this offend Cain so 

much? 

4. Why is Kate going to leave Brymedura? 

5. What final gift does Kate give to the boy? 
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Chapter 14 

1. What happens to Pa? 

2. Where does Will think he must have gone as they begin searching? 

3. How does the boy get quills to begin writing? 

4. What does the boy write in the book? Why? 

5. How does the boy triumph over Jack? 

6. What does Jack tell him that leads to the boy punching Jack? 

7. What does Mr O’Neill tell the boy to do as the bushfire arrives? 

8. What does he find when he returns to Brymedura the second time? 

9. How does the boy escape being burned to death? 

 

Chapter 15 

1. How does Pa die? 

2. What does Will find in the cave with Pa? 

3. Why was will unable to know the name of the boy before he read the journal? 
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Plot Structure 
 

The novel is set in such a way that there is a thematic, setting or event link between the past and present 

stories. 

 

Complete the table 

● Go through each chapter and decide what that link is. 

● Give a title to each chapter that reflects that link. 

 

Chapter Link between the stories Chapter title 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

9   

10   

11   

12   

13   

14   
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Setting 
Setting is a critical component of the novel. Below are three quotes that the early narrator uses to 

describe London. 

 

“Outside London hurries and rattles grey like the greasy eel of the River Thames. Even on a winter’s 

afternoon, the waterfront road what oozes along Shad Thames sucks in and out like the tide, pushing all 

sorts of flotsam up and down the bank. A boy paces outside the door with a tray of old apples he 

pretends to sell. Further off a bigger boy waits, clothed in the cold of the river. They watch for a mark. 

The younger will harry him to buy an apple while the older will stumble into him and try and empty his 

pockets. ’Tis a cunning as old as the river itself.” p.8 

 

“Even on a winter’s night London never dozes. Gin shops do their best business after dark and with them 

follows all sorts of human flotsam and misery. The city wheezes and coughs like a factory boy’s lungs but 

she never sleeps.” p.14 

 

“It were a cold morning and the fog poked icy fingers around our hands and down the backs of our slops. 

As we headed down Newgate Street, the prison appeared squat and black in the morning mists. Behind 

it, the top of the Old Bailey were just visible. London were waking from its sleep. I tried to hold the 

pictures in my mind so I wouldn’t be a stranger when I returned. Seven years need not be forever, I kept 

reminding myself. As we headed through Cheapside, buildings as familiar as old friends came and went. 

No one in the cart spoke. There were naught left to say. Eyes of shopkeepers and masters and 

apprentices and charwomen followed us briefly before returning to their own worlds.” p.34-35 

 

How does the speaker bring the city to life? Look for examples of personification, imagery and similes. 

 

What tone or feeling is attributed to the city? Think about the colours and shades that are used. Look 

at the comparison of the River Thames to a greasy eel. Why is this effective?  

 

What words or images stand out to you? Why? 

 

Now contrast the description of London to the narrator’s first view of Sydney. 

 

“For the first time I got a good look at Sydney town. The dock were a tumble of people moving like ants 

about their business. Bond stores lined right along the length of the dock and men were busy carting 
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goods to and from the warehouses. Behind the stores the land rose to a hill mounted by two windmills. 

Two ships were on the dock and another eight moored in the harbour. 

 

“I closed my eyes and tried to hear the sounds of the London dock, but all around were the hard 

clattering sounds and the dry, brittle voices of a foreign country. In place of the soft greys of the Thames 

were hard yellows, hard blues, hard browns. There were nothing beautiful about this place. It were a 

quarry yard of shattered bricks and bones.” p.55 

 

How does the narrator create a contrast between London and Sydney? Consider the contrasting 

imagery of the greasy eel compared to the people moving like ants. 

 

Compare the hard tactile imagery of Sydney to the soft imagery of London. Why is the metaphor 

comparing Sydney to “a quarry yard of shattered bricks and bones” effective. 

 

Finally, compare the sounds of key words. The description of London is full of long vowel sounds and 

soft consonants. Sydney is described with harder consonants and short vowels. How does that change 

the way it is read? 

 

Nangar National Park exists between Forbes and Canowindra in western NSW. Many of the landforms 

and buildings still exist, although artistic licence has been used in the development of the two 

properties of Brymedura. Visit the area on Google maps and consider whether Nunn has captured the 

landscape well. 

 

Extended Response: Authors use setting to create tone and to help understand character. With 

reference to the above quotations, how has Nunn used setting effectively. 
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Narrative Structure 
 

The novel follows two intersecting stories. This is a common narrative structure, referred to as a multi-

stranded narrative. Where the novel is a little unusual is that the colonial story is told in the first person, 

while the modern story is told in the third person. 

 

Why do you think Nunn chose to structure the narrative in such a way? What is the effect on the 

reader? Did you find yourself drawn towards one character more than the other? 

 

When authors write in the first person, it’s usually because they want the reader to get inside the skin of 

the narrator and see the world as they see it. It is a great tool for developing empathy and understanding 

for the character. It can also be a great tool for developing irony, where the reader becomes aware of 

things that the narrator doesn’t fully understand. Because first person only sees things from one person’s 

perspective, it can also be a strategy for hiding things from the reader until the narrator also discovers 

them. The downside of first person writing is that the speaker rarely breaks into lots of description or 

detailed language. It is usually much more direct. 

 

The way writers get around this limitation is the development of unique voices or plot insertions that give 

the character licence to speak in more detailed or ornate ways. 

 

What reason does Nunn give for the convict boy to speak in a rich narrative fashion rather than just an 

illiterate convict? (Hint: Think about what Amos taught him).  

 

Third person has the opposite strengths and weaknesses to first person. The narrator can give as much 

description as necessary without having to work out the main character’s thoughts or feelings. In many 

ways they have much greater control of what the reader can or can’t know. If first person is very close, 

third person is distant. It’s harder to build the same level of connectedness to the characters.  

 

Authors try to get around this by focussing on the perspective of a single character. This is called focalised 

third-person. It’s a bit like having the best of both the close and the distant. 

 

In the contemporary story, Nunn focalises only on Will, meaning that it is only his thoughts and ideas that 

are recounted. 
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What reason might Nunn have had for writing the story that contains the memories in first person 

rather than third person? What are the strengths and weaknesses of this approach? 

 

Select a paragraph from the convict narrative and write it in the third person. How does it change the 

way we see the character? 
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Historical Background 
Echo in the Memory fits into the genre of historical fiction. Cameron Nunn, the author, has a PhD in child 

convicts and a strong interest in historical detail. 

 

Select one of the following and research 

● Childhood criminality in Victorian Britain 

● Child convicts 

● Convict transports and voyage to Australia 

● Carters’ Barracks 

● Squatters 

● Convict shepherds 

● Wiradjuri nation and early contact 

● Aboriginal massacres in Western NSW 

 

Discussion: Does the emphasis on historical detail become the strength of the novel or a distraction 

from the main story? 
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Language - Motifs 
A motif is a recurring image in the book. A motif works best when it also carries metaphorical value. 

Hence it becomes a symbol that links parts of the book together. 

 

In Echo in the Memory, hand images keep recurring. 

 

Hands are often discussed in terms of social status or experience. The boy makes an interesting 

observation when he watches the clerk in Sydney take down his description. “His fingers were long and 

pale and manicured, like a lady’s hands. I looked down at my own stumpy fingers. Perfect for climbing 

walls” (pg 53). Eventually they will become the “hardened hands of a farm worker” (pg 195). Will also 

notices that his hands had grown “hard with the calluses of the land” as he works with his grandfather 

(pg 176). 

 

When both Will and the boy arrive at Brymedura, they are struck by a rocky outcrop that looks like a 

knuckle with a finger pointing upwards. This finger will be the guide to the caves. In fact, the boy 

describes the cave with the handprints as looking like a giant finger had lifted the layers of rock.  

 

We are then introduced to Cain with part of his hand missing. This becomes important when the boy tries 

to explain what makes the aboriginal people humans; four fingers and a thumb. He pointedly juxtaposes 

Cain’s distorted humanity through the metaphor of his damaged hand. 

 

It is in the cave that the boy comes to realise that his assumptions about aboriginal people were based on 

his fears and ignorance. His understanding prior to this rendered them as monstrous beings. When he 

places his hand inside the print on the cave, he understands that they are no different to him. He then 

notices a small hand inside a larger hand and concludes it is a father and child. There is a poignant irony 

that the boy’s father had disappeared off to sea and Bran his stepfather betrayed him to get money to 

buy gin. Even Cain, his father figure at Brymedura was a murderer who would eventually abandon him to 

the bushfire. 

 

When the boy kills the crow he takes five feathers; one for each finger of the hands in the cave and 

promises that he will use them to bring justice. Note the way that Nunn continues to use the phrase “four 

fingers and a thumb” as a way of speaking about shared humanity. 

 

Why do you think Nunn chose to use a hand motif to explore ideas in the novel? Are there other 

symbols and motifs?  
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Representations of Aboriginal People 
Much of Echo in the Memory explores the representation of aboriginal people through the lens of 

colonial racism. 

 

Make a list of all the things that Cain and the others say about aboriginal people. 

● Pg 69 

● Pg 85-85 

● Pg 199-201 

● Pg 220-221 

● Pg 226-227 

 

Was this just ignorance or was there a deeper reason for dehumanising aboriginal people in their 

descriptions? Read the note from the author at the front of the novel. 

 

Aboriginal people are silenced in the novel. They do not get to express their responses to Europeans 

coming and taking traditional lands. Instead it is left up to the prints in the cave to tell their stories. 

 

Is this a strength or weakness of the novel? 

 

Nunn is a non-indigenous writer. What are the dangers of non-indigenous writers, speaking through 

indigenous characters? Does the absence of aboriginal voice leave a gap in the story or are the cave 

prints a poignant reminder of their permanence? 

 

Read the following article https://www.wheelercentre.com/notes/221927959a6b 

 

What challenges do non-indigenous writers face in seeking to create authentic and respectful 

representations of indigenous peoples. What suggestions does the article make? 

 

What is the point that Nunn is trying to make about aboriginal people in the novel? 

  

https://www.wheelercentre.com/notes/221927959a6b
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Theme - Belonging to the Land 
 

The sense of belonging to a place is central to the novel. The novel opens with Will sitting near the ocean. 

“The ocean was where Will came to think.” (p1) Will thinks about the idea of the ocean existing for 

eternity and all the people who have come there before him; that connectedness will soon be lost. 

Similarly, the boy belongs to London. He describes the buildings as “familiar as old friends” (p35) and 

dreams of one day returning. He’s therefore surprised that Kate thinks of the colony as her home. She 

says, “Ireland would be as foreign to me as the moon.” 

 

For others, that sense of belonging is more deeply etched. Many of the Irish convicts had been sent out 

as political prisoners. England and Ireland had more than one thousand years of political and religious 

tension. In 1649 the English invaded Ireland with a terrible impact on the Irish. The English took land from 

the Irish landholders and divided amongst themselves. They suppressed Irish culture, language and 

religious belief. There were numerous uprisings, and with each, the English dealt increasingly brutally 

with the Irish. Both Mr O’Neill and Cain were involved in uprisings that ended up sent to Australia as 

convicts. Cain says, “When the English stole our land and gave it out to those what invaded us, they called 

it the spoils of war. But when we Irish try and take back the land what God gave to us it’s called rebellion. 

And because I took up the cause to get back my country what were stolen, I found myself in an English 

gaol and on an English ship banished to an English penal colony.” (p. 87) 

 

To what extent does Cain have every reason to be angry for what the English did to him and his 

countrymen? 

 

Despite seeing the injustice of stealing land, destroying culture and witnessing mass murder of his fellow 

Irish, Cain fails to see the irony of what the white settlers have done to the aboriginal people. 

 

What justification is given for their dispossession and murder? (Read pages 85-86, 198-201, 220-221 & 

226-227). 

 

How does Nunn undermine the argument that justified this? 

 

Look at the way that the boy’s attitude to aboriginal people changes over the course of the novel from 

fear, to wonder, to outrage at what happens. What are the turning points for the boy? Why is the 

symbol of the hand so powerful? 
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Writing task 

Imagine that it is some time in the future. The boy has exposed the murder that took place at 

Brymedura. Write a newspaper article that reports what took place. Would the newspaper be 

supportive of the settlers or the aboriginal people? How would they explore both points of view? 

 

It is worth noting that attitudes towards aboriginal people were slowly beginning to change around this 

time. It was a crime to kill an aboriginal person but no one had ever been prosecuted for the thousands of 

murders in the early years of the colony. In 1838 seven convicts were tried and hung for the murder of 

twenty-eight aboriginal people at Myall Creek. While some felt that the sentence was justified, many were 

outraged that a white man should be hung for killing an aboriginal person. Despite the outcome of the 

trial, killings continued with few settlers ever being charged. 
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Theme - Friendships 
 

The novel deals with a range of friendships; both the deep and the complex. 

 

Uncomplicated friendships 

Will’s friends in Sydney prove to be shallow. They are completely absorbed in their own worlds. When 

Will’s mother attempts suicide, Marty is only concerned about whether Will’s Dad will still let him come 

to the party. When she dies in hospital, they don’t respond to his text message. 

 

In what ways does Callum’s friendship contrast Marty and Jeff? What does he say and do that shows a 

deeper and more faithful connection? 

 

What other uncomplicated relationships does the novel explore? What makes them uncomplicated? 

 

Complicated friendships 

The boy’s relationship with Kate is complicated. In his plans for the future, Kate was a key part. “I 

nurtured my dream that when I were free I’d set up my own run beyond the counties. Each night I’d plan 

how Kate and I would do it” (pg 214).  

 

When Kate leaves to stay with Mr Harrison’s daughter in Sydney, is she sacrificing herself to save the 

boy from being caught or is it that she never shared in the boy’s dream of them being together? How 

would you describe their relationship? 

 

The boy’s relationship with Cain is equally complex. He owes Cain so much for what he did for him when 

he first arrived. However, he can’t forgive him for the murder of the aboriginal people or the lies he told. 

He describes his torment when he says “Cain, who I loved, though I hated what he done” (pg 231). 

 

How effectively does Nunn create the tension between love and hate? To what extent does the 

breakdown in relationship lead to the final outcome of the novel? 

 

Will’s relationship with his grandfather is also difficult. Even after Will confronts him for the way he has 

treated him, his grandfather doesn’t apologise. Dot makes the observation that the conflict between his 

father and his grandfather was because neither learnt to apologise. Instead, Will’s relationship slips into a 
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kind of understanding. Pa continues to grumble and complain but at the same time steadily draws Will 

into his world. The incident with the broom is therefore all the more interesting because for the first time 

Pa shows his own vulnerability. It is the only time that he apologises but he also adds, “I thought they 

were taking you away” (pg 209). 

 

How does this revelation change the way we understand Pa? To what extent do you think he’s 

frightened and lost by everything that’s happening? 

 

Essay: Echo in the Memory explores both the richness and sadness of relationships. With reference to 

two or three relationships, explore the ways that relationships are presented. 
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Theme - Telling stories 
 

The idea of telling stories runs throughout the novel. It is a story about stories. In many ways the modern 

narrative serves as a framing device for the interior colonial story. When an inner story reflects or builds 

on the meaning of an outer story (and vice-versa) the device is called mise-en-abyme. 

 

Right from the beginning of the novel we are introduced to Amos the master storyteller. The boy recalls 

that Amos “knew how to tell stories. They were full of colour and sound, so that in the mind’s eye he 

could take you anywhere in the world. Sailors know how to tell tales in ways ordinary folk don’t. Words 

were his trade as much as canvas and thread. Amos had no truck for books and such. All his words were 

in his head and he laid them out as careful as a fishmonger sorting fish. ‘A man don’t need to read if he’s 

got a tongue and a brain. Them’s are God’s books,’ he’d say. ‘A man could read a thousand books and 

never learn how to tell a tale what were worth the hearing.’” (pg 9) 

 

In many ways that is as much his apprenticeship as anything else that Amos teaches him. It also becomes 

a narrative device for Nunn as he provides a reason why the boy explains his history with the “colour and 

sound” of a story. Each time he leaves Amos, he says, “I’d recite the stories and try and remember how 

Amos told them.” (pg 12) 

 

This art becomes his passage to a higher status on the convict ship. “I told them the stories Amos had told 

me with as much colour as he would’ve used. And when I ran out of Amos’s stories, I began to make up 

my own. I told them I’d been to sea before I were arrested and seen stranger things than most men had 

seen in their life. I told them about how my boat had been wrecked off the coast of Africa and how we’d 

escaped from cannibals who were seven foot tall. But they liked it best when I made up stories with them 

as highwaymen on Hampstead Heath or as part of the swell mob what robbed the king of his golden snuff 

box. It were through the stories Cabbage Fists became my ally and I ceased to be dog.” (pg 39-40) 

 

As he learns to read he suddenly becomes aware of the permanence of story in books. “Kate were always 

one for details. She’d ask questions and then tell me how it should be. ‘You put in the colour and 

excitement, and I’ll put in the facts,’ she’d say. ‘It’ll be grand when you put your stories in a book.’ (pg 

157). 

 

His learning to read begins to fill a hollow for the loneliness he feels. “I’d sit under a tree, half pretending 

to watch the sheep, slowly eating up the words on the page like a starving man set before a feast. More 

’n ever, I wanted to go back and tell Amos he were wrong about books and such.” (pg 187). 
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It’s therefore ironic that the only story he leaves in writing is his name. The rest is passed on through 

thoughts and memories that remain. 

 

Read the discovery of the hands in the cave (pg 216-17). To what extent do the hands tell their own 

story? 

 

We all have stories. Consider the place that story has in creating identity.  

 

To what extent does Will’s outer story depend on the inner story to highlight the themes of 

abandonment and discovery? 
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Theme - The importance of a Name 
 

One of the key themes in the novel is the importance of owning your own name. 

 

Will laments to Dot that he shares his name with his grandfather that he hates but Dot responds “Names 

are funny things. You don’t get to choose your relatives and you don’t get to choose your name. For 

better or for worse they somehow choose us.” P141 

 

The shared name becomes the link between Will and his grandfather and eventually between Will and 

the convict boy who also shares his name. 

 

There are other name-links. Every dog that Will’s grandfather has ever owned is called Nelson and seems 

to have a link back to the original dog (p72). Both Dot’s property and Pa’s are called Brymedura, linking 

them both back to the original property. 

 

Discussion: Why was the discovery of the convict boy’s book so important for explaining the link 

between the past and the present stories? When did you first guess that they might have been linked 

by a common name? What clues are there throughout the novel that hint towards this? 

 

The convict boy believes that his name was taken from him when he entered prison. “They took my name 

and entered a number in their doomsday book.” (p30) Being stripped of his name was part of the 

dehumanisation of convicts, along with making them wear a prison uniform and having their heads 

shaved. These symbols reminded them that they were separated from a free society.  

 

Why does the convict boy become so obsessed with being able to write his name? 

 

When the convict boy arrives in Sydney, Mr Dalrymple tells him that being able to read and write is 

important:  

“‘A man who doesn’t have a letter to his name, as you so eloquently phrased it, doesn’t have a name. 

What is a name if it isn’t a series of letters?’ He gave the reins a quick flick and the horses quickened. 

‘A man has a name because he says it,’ I said angrily. 

I were already grown tired of this Scotsman and his double-talk. 
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‘And it vanishes as soon as it is spoken. As for man, his days are as grass, for the wind passes over it and it 

is gone and the place thereof shall know it no more.’” P57 

 

Mr Dalrymple is quoting from the Bible (Psalm 103:16). What does the quote mean? 

 

What other things does the boy do to ensure that he is not forgotten from the earth when he’s dead? 

In what ways do the hands in the cave tell a similar story of people who once lived here? 

 

Some names are ironic because of what they represent. Dot is anything but a dot; Joy is as far from joy as 

possible. However, the most interesting name is Cain. Cain says his name is a biblical name and thinks 

Cain was “a holy man or a king like Solomon.” The boy remarks, “It were only later I found out who in the 

Bible Cain were and what he done.” P106 

 

Read the story of Cain in Genesis 4:1-16. Why is this significant to what we later find out that Cain has 

done? In the Bible, Cain’s crime was against his brother. Why is that important to the boy’s growing 

understanding of aboriginal people? 
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Voice - Aphorisms & Similes 
 

An aphorism is a pithy saying that contains some universal truth (or particular view of the world). The 

convict boy’s speech is full of aphorisms. Here are a few: 

● All men die sooner or later. The wise ones live a little longer than the fools 

● A man will not happily climb into a lion’s den to escape a bear 

● A fool’s words flow like quicksilver 

● Hope is a fragile creature, what has to be nursed not pulled at. 

● We can make many a promise to ourselves but Luck and Fate won’t be commanded by men 

● The kind of man what liked the tune of his own whistle (speaking about Cain) 

● Day is as night to a blind man 

● Women are [mysterious] like the sea 

● Where crows gather, death is always at hand (speaking about people going to see a hanging) 

 

Explain the meaning of each of these aphorisms. 

 

Another key feature of the way the boy speaks is the constant use of similes and metaphors.  

 

Read through the opening chapter of the convict boy’s narrative and make a list of all the similes and 

metaphors he uses. How does the use of each make the description come alive? 
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Voice - Non-Standard Speech 
 

One of the strongest features of the novel is the distinctive use of character voice, particularly that of the 

convict narrator. Nunn based the voice on his research of convict boys on the prison ship The Euryalus. In 

the 1830s a magistrate William Augustus Miles interviewed 128 boys on-board The Euryalus. Their 

responses were written down exactly as they spoke. Their language and expression became pivotal in 

developing the narrator’s voice. 

 

Read the following extract in which Bran decides from which house they will steal the lead flashing.  

 

“I looked up the street where Bran were heading. Soon he disappeared around a corner. ’Tis bad luck to 

stand outside a church and plan a robbery. God can hear you. I should’ve walked away and just taken  a 

beating from Bran later, but instead I stayed and waited. 

It were real late, but some houses still had flickering light in their windows. I thought back to my mother’s 

room with her lone candle and wondered if rich people were also scared of the dark or whether they just 

burned lamps all night because they could afford it. ’Tis a fool thing to go to sleep with a candle. I stepped 

back into the shadows as a carriage passed along Henrietta Street, the hooves clattering on the 

cobblestones. This weren’t the kind of place where the likes of Bran nor me could be seen without 

someone keeping a watchful eye on what were theirs. 

There were gas lamps along the street but the moon were near full and high, so anyone could’ve seen 

Bran as he walked back towards me, even without the lamps. Bran weren’t the kind of man who could 

hang in shadows, even if he’d a mind to. He were much more like one of those big dogs what strut down 

the street bidding others to get out of their way or be bit. I guessed he had more drink in him than usual 

because anyone watching out a window would’ve seen the burly stranger staggering down the middle of 

the road and knowed he were up to no good.” P15 

 

1. What grammatical changes does Nunn use to give personality to the boy’s voice? What effect 

does non-standard speech give to the character? How does it sound when it’s read aloud? 

2. The boy’s language is rich with imagery and similes. Find an example in the passage. Why do 

you think it is effective? 

3. Throughout the text, the boy often reflects on thoughts or things that he has been told by 

others. It is though he is philosophically interpreting and weighing up his world. As a result he 

offers both an external narrative to what is happening and an internal narrative to what he is 

thinking. What are some of the ideas that cross his mind as he is waiting for Bran to return? 

Why is this double narrative (internal and external) so effective in shaping our response to his 

character? 
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4. Select another extract from the novel that includes non-standard expression, rich imagery and 

reflective internal monologue. 

5. Rewrite the following as if you are the convict boy. Change the language to the same non-

standard form and enrich it with imagery and reflection. You can change as much of it as you 

like but it must be about the same thing. 

I was really frightened when they arrested me. I understood I was in extraordinary trouble. I 

knew Bran would not be coming to help. He would only think of himself because he was a 

selfish coward. I hoped that Amos would find out what had happened. He was the only one on 

whom I could count. 
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Character Study - The Boy (William Richards) 
 

When the boy is sent to Australia, the authorities create a description of him: his hair colour, the shape of 

his face, his height, any tattoos or scars. This was in the time before photographs and prison authorities 

had to have ways of identifying runaway convicts. The boy makes the remark that he knew his cellmates 

better that anyone could know. “It weren’t that I just knew each of them, but I knew every part of them. I 

knew things what the man with the pale hands could never know, even if he asked as many questions as 

he could imagine” (pg 54). The boy draws a distinction between knowing what someone looks like and 

really knowing them. 

 

The novel allows us to get inside the boy’s head. To see things from his point of view. We get very few 

descriptions of what he looks like. Imagine that you had to put a description together, not based on 

what he looked like but on who he was. 

 

Here are some categories to help. 

 

● Strongest personality characteristic 

● Hopes and dreams for the future 

● Things that make him angry 

● Things that make him sad 

● Greatest fear 

● Greatest determination 

● Greatest achievement 

● Biggest regret 

● Deepest friendship 

 

Create a hot-seat interview with the boy: Divide into pairs. One student becomes the interviewer and 

the other the character of the boy. The interviewer asks the character about his thoughts and feelings 

about events in the novel or about life at Brymedura. The student acting as the character must answer 

‘in character’ the way that the boy thinks (and speaks if they really want a challenge). 
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Character Study – Will Richards 
 

Will’s journey in the novel is not just a discovery of who the boy is but one of self-discovery. 

 

Beginning of the novel 

 

1. At the beginning of the novel, how does he feel about himself? 

2. In what ways does he have to parent Rosie (and his mum)? 

3. How does he respond to his father’s and his grandfather’s abuse? 

 

Point of change 

1. What advice does Dot give him about his father and his grandfather? 

2. What is the turning point in the relationship between him and his grandfather? 

3. After the ‘broom incident’ Will begins to return to seeing himself as a victim. How does Callum 

refuse to allow him to slide back into this? 

 

Self-discovery 

1. Towards the end of the novel, how does Will work with his grandfather’s moods? What has 

changed within him? 

2. In what ways has Will found a sense of purpose on the farm? 

3. How does Will show leadership by the end of the novel? 

 

Creative response: Imagine you are a social worker that has been assigned to the case of William 

Richards. You have to make a report about whether he should be allowed to remain with his Gran after 

his Pa has died. Write a report about his character at the end of the novel, explaining the reasons why 

he should be allowed to stay. 
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Characters - Good and Bad 
 

Few main characters in the novel are entirely good or bad. Most are morally complex. 

 

Amos is generous towards the boy. He teaches him to sew calico and provides food and other necessities 

while the boy is in Newgate. However, Amos uses the boy to commit robberies, so that he can sell the 

lead and make a profit. 

 

Cain becomes like a father to the boy. He teaches him everything about being a shepherd and how to live 

in the colony. However, Cain is directly responsible for murder. He justifies his behaviour with hollow 

racist views about aboriginal people. 

 

Pa forms a bond with Will, so that Will feels he has a place and a purpose on the farm. But Pa is 

cantankerous and abusive to those around him. 

 

Discussion: All three characters act as father figures in the moral absence of those who should be 

fathers: Bran and Will’s dad. What is the distinction between these older figures and those who should 

be parenting? Why do you think Nunn created morally ambiguous characters to provide guidance for 

the two boys? Did you find one more interesting than another? Why? 

 

Did you notice that each of these moral guides have a physical deformity or weakness: Amos is blind in 

one eye. Cain is missing part of his hand. Pa has a failing heart. To what extent do these physical 

defects reflect the moral weaknesses of the character? 

 

The society that the characters inhabit is also morally corrupt. The captain of convict transport who sells 

off convicts with skills, Mr Dalrymple, is full of half-truths and excuses when he unloads the boy at 

Carters’ Barracks. Mr Murray lies when he says to Mr O’Neill that boy convicts are in short supply.  

 

Why do you think Nunn has created a set of characters and a society that is so morally dubious? To 

what extent is this a reflection on the whole corruption of colonial convict society? 

 

There are a few characters that are simply bad: Bran and Will’s dad is entirely selfish; Jack is nasty and 

spiteful; Joy is psychotic and manipulative. None of these characters are developed beyond their simple 

evil characteristic and therefore remain among the least interesting in the novel. 
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Ambiguous Endings 
 

While the modern story concludes neatly, the colonial story is left intentionally vague. The boy escapes 

the fire and tumbles into the cave. 

 

“Above, the fire roared in a tempest of flame but I’d already crossed to the underworld. I were part of 

another place cut off from what were happening above. I heard the sounds of my own gasping filling in 

the void. Lungs grasping for air, choking. All around me the sídhe whispered in the soft eddies of wind 

calling me to look at them. Beyond that, in the blackness echoed the sound of water. I dragged myself 

further downward towards the sound, into the darkness.” p 254 

 

Does he die? What does the underworld represent? What happens if you look into the eyes of a Sidhe? 

Is the process of dragging himself into the darkness a metaphor for death? 

 

But then Nunn complicates the certainty that he died. 

 

““You think this boy died in a fire?” 

Will shrugged. “I don’t know. Perhaps he left and never came back. Memories can end for all sorts of 

reasons.” p 259 

 

As you re-read the story, a lot of attention is given to the boys ability to climb anything where he can get 

a foothold. Even as Cain and Kate pulled him out the boy notes, “The climb out were hard. I scrambled 

back up to the place where I’d fallen but there were naught to grab hold of and the only place what 

seemed possible crumbled as I tried to get a grip. But as they pulled me up I found footholds what 

weren’t evident before.” p 160 

 

If he didn’t die in the fire, there’s every reason to believe he might have been able to climb out of the 

cave. 

 

Why do you think the ending is intentionally ambiguous? 
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Write the next entry for the boy. What would happen after the fire has passed? As you write, try and 

capture the voice of the boy. Look carefully at the way that he speaks and try and imitate that in your 

own writing. 
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